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Abstract
This presentation seeks to reconstruct the complexity through which structured mobility, namely mo-
bility which is funded predominantly for young people within educational or employment policies, 
operates for young people along different dimensions for them significant.

Within certain boundaries, structural mobility is granted legitimation and receives institutional support. 
In certain circles, structured mobility is positively seen as a ‘training’, as a safe exercise which may 
bring outcomes eventually leading to migration, whilst offering confidence to temporarily leave one’s 
‘comfort zone’. A mobile participant interestingly stated that structured mobility is like ‘swimming in a 
swimming pool’, pointing to the specific functions it addresses but also suggesting a difference with 
swimming in the wild sea (Cuzzocrea and Mandich, 2024). Not every episode of mobility, moreover, 
leads to further mobility, nor migration.

Drawing on and expanding from conceptualisations recently developed in looking at multiple Erasmus 
experiences (Krzaklewska and Cuzzocrea 2024; Cuzzocrea and Krzaklewska 2023), this presentation 
discusses the need to develop a more general multilayered approach to mobility, zooming out and in 
on several dimensions of life and showing, in particular, the temporal complexity of mobility which may 
or may not develop into migration. It does so playing around three different levels:

– An individual level, whereby young people exercise through mobility their need to explore and 
experiment as an aspect inherent to their transitions to adulthood;

– The level of lifestyles, whereby moving may be considered as a trait of youth, as opposed to 
migration, where the experiential element is marginal and the destination land is where adulthood 
(and the transitions associated with it) is supposed to reach full realization.

– An institutional level, more or less generously providing support to short term mobility.

Empirically, the paper draws on 40 interviews with visual elicitation conducted with young people who 
had experienced mobility through the European Solidarity Corps (ESC), in the context of the research 
project ‘Mapping Youth Future’ funded by MIUR. My attempt to develop a multilayered approach to 
mobility which recognizes the complexity of temporalities involved will highlight dynamics involved in 
the mobility- migration nexus that may otherwise remain unnoticed
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